ummary S
Expectation maximization algorithm (EM) is used to create estimator with the same qualities of maximum likelihood Estimator taking into consideration the existence of two types of data, Data viewing (observed data) and hidden data (missing data), in this research the estimating parameters of factor analysis model (maximum likelihood method) has been done by using expectation maximization algorithm and applied factor analysis (maximum likelihood method) on data for patients infected with breast cancer, and found from the results importance all of the variables in breast cancer variables except first variable (level of education) and fifth variable (hormone treatment used).
Introduction
Factor analysis is a mathematical model which attempts to explain the correlation between a large set of variables in terms of a small number of underlying factors. A major assumption of factor analysis is that it is not possible to observe these factor directly; the variables depend upon the factors but are also subjects to random errors. Such an assumption is particularly well-suited to subjects like psychology where it is not possible to measure exactly the concepts one is interested in (e.g. "intelligence") and in fact it is often ambiguous just how to define these concepts. (Mardia, Kent, & Biby, 1979) .
Lawley (1940) developed the method of maximum likelihood factor analysis at a time when the field had considerable need for a sound theoretic statistical foundation. The centroid method was in use at the Thurstone laboratory for analyses of major factor analytic studies. The number of factors was a major problem. In that the maximum likelihood method provided a statistical test for significance of factors this was a most promising development. However, at that time, computing facilities were very limited so that the extensive computations required by the maximum likelihood method made this method unavailable. Application remained limited until developments of modern digital computers made them sufficiently powerful to accomplish the required computations. Lord (1956) used Whirlwind I computer in the analysis of a covariance matrix among 39 attributes. He used an iterative technique suggested by Lawley (1942) . Convergence was very slow. This method had several other problems such as converging on secondary maximum. Jöreskog (1967) contributed advanced procedures which could use more powerful analysis methods such as the Newton-Raphson iterations. With the computer developments and Jöreskog's contributions, maximum likelihood factor analysis is quite feasible. This method has many desirable statistical properties such as consistency, normality, efficiency. (Tucker & MacCallum, 1997)
Aim of the research
1-estimation parameters of factor analysis model (Maximum likelihood method) by using expectation maximization algorithm. 2-selecting variables that have significant affecting on the study by using (maximum likelihood method) in factor analysis.
Factor Analysis Model
The factor analysis model is:
where Q is a (p × k) matrix of the (nonrandom) loadings of the common factors F(k ×1) and U is a (p×1) matrix of the (random) specific factors.
It is assumed that the common factors F are uncorrelated random variables and that the specific factors are uncorrelated and have zero covariance with the common factors. More precisely, it is assumed that: EF = 0, Var(F) = Ik, EU = 0, Cov(U i , U j ) = 0, i≠ j, and Cov(F,U) = 0.
The random vectors F and U are unobservable. Define: Var(U) = Ψ = diag (ψ 11 , . . . , ψ pp ); then the variance matrix of X can be written as Var(X) = Σ = QQ T + Ψ, and we have for the ith component of 
The Expectation-Maximization Algorithm
The EM algorithm is an efficient iterative procedure to compute the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate in the presence of missing or hidden data. In ML estimation, we wish to estimate the model parameter(s) for which the observed data are the most likely.
Each iteration of the EM algorithm consists of two processes: The E-step, and the M-step. In the expectation, or E-step, the missing data are estimated given the observed data and current estimate of the model parameters. This is achieved using the conditional expectation, explaining the choice of terminology.
In the M-step, the likelihood function is maximized under the assumption that the missing data are known. The estimate of the missing data from the E-step are used in lieu of the actual missing data. Convergence is assured since the algorithm is guaranteed to increase the likelihood at each iteration. (Borman, 2006) .
Derivation of Expectation-Maximization Algorithm
As we have stated previously, the EM algorithm takes into account [hidden variables], according to the formula:
,
Or can be written in the form:
and taking the logarithm of the equation (3-1) we get:
Taking expectation For x we get:
As *  represents the estimator  in a certain stage of expectation repetitions in the algorithm Where as: --
Expectation maximization algorithm is called expectation maximization and write in short (EM) because each repetition contains steps for (i+1) st repeating steps and can thus say that expectation maximization algorithm includes two steps:
We note that in the calculation of expectation step, we find expectation take logarithm of the likelihood function contain maximization of the logarithm likelihood function For the complete data for . This maximization always be easier to use numerical methods.
Estimating parameters of factor analysis model (maximum likelihood method)(Q and ψ ) using EM :-
but the likelihood function is:
taking the logarithm for both sides
the second term in equation (9-1) is independent of Q and ψ ,it suffices (for the purpose of estimating Q and ψ )to only deal with the term .
) , , | ( log now the expected and covariance values for distribution P(x|f) is given by :-
Hence we can expand L as follow :- 
and we arrive at the update equation
substituting the value of Q from the update equation we get
(The application side):
The data is collected by the consultation clinic of breast diseases and Hazem Al-Hafiz hospital of cancer tumors and nuclear treatment as considered adopted health institution in diagnosis and treatment of cancer diseases in general and breast cancer in particular, through the information in drum of every patient in these healthy institution the variables appointed which are believed that have an impact in breast cancer.
What have been collected is (134) diseased case (infected with the disease) but actually the study sample (93) diseased case and neglected (41) cases for different reasons according to accuracy of mentioned information in it or it is contain of unknown paragraphs . The shape of sample size taken from the consultation clinic of breast diseases 56% of the total number of reviews were the ratio of housewives in sample 79% , 21% were married. The size of the sample taken from the Hazem Al-Hafiz hospital of cancer tumors and nuclear treatment 44% of the total number which are all diagnosed with breast cancer disease and mostly of housewives with the rate of 83% and married in that sample constituted (88%) , the study included eight variables which is believed that have impact on the disease , these variables represent predict variables and explanatory which have been identified after review of some specialist physicians in breast cancer disease , this data consists of (8) 
tatistical analysis : S
Statistical program Spss (V11.5) is used to find the factor analysis (maximum likelihood method) and application on data of breast cancer, and were the factor analysis result as follows:- 2. variables affecting was discriminatory in each factor through rotated factor loading matrix (to be chosen this value when it is larger than 0.5 in order to be significant influence) and the results were as follows: -- As for communalities the table (4) shows the estimated communalities by using multiple correlation coefficients and derived communalities from rotated factor loadings matrix. In general we note the importance of all variables in breast cancer disease except the first variable (level of education) and fifth variable (hormone treatment used), which do not show a significant influence in each of three factors.
As for the affected variables that have significant impact its importance is different from the sequence factor and the loading of variables with factors indicated that the second variable (marital state), third (age at marriage) and sixth (Natural lactation) and seventh (Time of natural lactation) have primary importance in the disease of breast cancer, because this variables showed in the first factor, which I interpreted as per 25,814% of the total variance, and on this basis the fourth variable (number of pregnancy) came in second, third place and the final find the eighth variable (Disease in breast).
Conclusions :
1-Estimating parameters of factor analysis model (maximum likelihood method) and as shown in equations (13-1) and (15-1). 2-The diagnosis of affected factors has been done in breast cancer disease through three factors interpreted per 50.9% from the total variance. 3-Results showed the affect of all the variables on breast cancer disease, except first variable (level of education) and fifth variable (hormone treatment used), where the communality of these two variables less possible. 4-We can determine the degree of importance of each variable of the remaining variables affecting the disease through a matrix of rotated factor loading and as shown in table 3, where results showed the importance of variables second (marital state), third (age at marriage), sixth (Natural lactation) and seventh (Time of natural lactation) first-class followed by the fourth variable (number of pregnancy) came in second while eighth variable (Disease in breast) came third and last.
